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A B S T R A C T   

Experimental evidence exists for the enhancement of the hydrogen storage capacity of porous carbons when 
these materials are doped with metal nanoparticles. One of the most studied dopants is palladium. Dissociation of 
the hydrogen molecules and spillover of the H atoms towards the carbon substrate has been advocated as the 
reason for the enhancement of the storage capacity. We have investigated this mechanism by performing ab 
initio density functional molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations of the deposition of molecular hydrogen on Pd6 
clusters anchored on graphene vacancies. The clusters are initially near-saturated with atomic and molecular 
hydrogen. This condition would facilitate the occurrence of spillover, since our energy calculations based on 
density functional theory indicate that migration of preadsorbed H atoms towards the graphene substrate be-
comes exothermic on Pd clusters with high hydrogen coverages. However, AIMD simulations show that the H 
atoms prefer to intercalate and absorb within the Pd cluster rather than migrate to the carbon substrate. These 
results reveal that high activation barriers exist preventing the spillover of hydrogen from the anchored Pd 
clusters to the carbon substrate.   

1. Introduction 

In the current search for clean fuels for transportation that could 
replace gasoline, hydrogen stands out as a promising one [1–3]. The 
electrical engine in the hydrogen cars is a fuel cell [4] in which hydrogen 
coming from the storage tank reacts with atmospheric oxygen producing 
an electric current, and the only emission product from the reaction is 
water. Hydrogen can be easily produced by different methods, including 
the electrolysis of water. The technology of hydrogen fuel cells is well 
developed [4], and the recharging times of the present hydrogen cars are 
substantially smaller than the recharging times for the electric battery 
cars. However, the main challenge that has to be met to achieve a suc-
cessful hydrogen transportation economy is an efficient storage of 
hydrogen on board [5]. The only storage method currently in use con-
sists in storing hydrogen gas at high pressure (about 700 atm) in a 
container. This is already an important advance, but in the opinion of 

many scientists and engineers it is not the ultimate solution, in part 
because of safety reasons. This has motivated the investigation of 
alternative storage technologies, and one that is receiving a lot of 
attention is the storage of hydrogen in porous and layered materials. 
Different classes of porous and layered materials have been studied: 
porous carbons [6–10], metal organic frameworks [11], zeolites [12], 
clathrate hydrates [13], microporous organic polymers [14] or WS2 
nanoparticles and nanotubes [15,16], among others. 

There is increasing interest in the storage of hydrogen in porous 
carbon materials, which have low weight and a large specific surface 
area. Both experiments [7] and computer simulations [6,8,9] indicate 
that porous carbons do not adsorb enough hydrogen to fulfill the 
required technological targets. Experiments, however, reveal an 
enhancement of the storage capacity when porous carbons, carbon 
nanotubes and carbon fibers are doped with metal clusters and nano-
particles [17–33]. Non-transition [17–20] and transition metal 
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nanoparticles [20–33] have been investigated as dopants. A mechanism 
of spillover [34–37] has been advocated to explain the observed 
enhancement of the hydrogen storage capacity of these materials 
[21–25,35,38,39]. In the proposed spillover mechanism, molecular 
hydrogen is first adsorbed on the metal nanoparticle. The molecule then 
dissociates and the hydrogen atoms migrate and spill onto the surface of 
the substrate carbon material. Recent work has analyzed the spillover of 
hydrogen from Pt nanoparticles into metal oxide surfaces [37]. For this 
purpose, X-ray absorption spectro-microscopy was employed to measure 
the extent of reduction of iron oxide nanoparticles by the hydrogen 
generated in the Pt particles placed some distance away [40]. The 
spillover was clearly detected in the case of reducible surfaces like ti-
tanium oxide. However, spillover on the non-reducible supports like 
aluminum oxide is drastically reduced [37]. Some interesting experi-
ments have also been performed in the case of carbonaceous substrates. 
Infrared (IR) absorption has revealed the existence of C-H bonds 
following the hydrogen loading of highly defective carbon nanotubes 
doped with palladium nanoparticles. The defects –vacancies and larger 
holes– were created by an oxidation pretreatment of carbon nanotubes, 
and the IR results were interpreted as indicating adsorption of H atoms 
at the defect sites after spilling from the Pd nanoparticles [22]. However, 
this is not the only possible source of C-H bonds. The unsaturated bor-
ders of graphene vacancies and larger holes are very reactive and can 
directly dissociate incoming H2 molecules and trap the H atoms [41]. 
Inelastic neutron scattering experiments also found evidence of C-H 
bonds in Pd-doped activated carbon fibers initially loaded with 
hydrogen at 77 K and later subjected to a prolonged treatment at room 
temperature for 24 h [42]. In this case, the fraction of H2 molecules 
undergoing spillover was estimated to be very small, about 1.2%. These 
experiments motivate the detailed atomistic study of the spillover 
mechanisms from Pd clusters and nanoparticles. 

In a previous work we have addressed the issue of the hydrogen 
spillover from small transition metal nanoparticles into carbonaceous 
substrates from a computational point of view. For this purpose, gra-
phene was used as a model for the substrate, because atomistic molec-
ular dynamics simulations indicate that graphene is a good model for the 
pore walls of porous carbons [43,44]. Density functional molecular 
dynamics simulations were then performed to study the adsorption of H2 
molecules on Pd6 and Pd13 supported on pristine graphene [45]. 
Different initial conditions, including clean Pd clusters and clusters 
saturated with hydrogen, were considered. The final outcomes from an 
extensive search of dynamical simulations were distributed among 
molecule rebound, molecular adsorption, and dissociative adsorption on 
the Pd nanoparticle. However, not a single case was detected of the H2 
molecule or the H atoms spilling from the nanoparticle over the carbon 
substrate, casting doubts about the validity of this mechanism for the 
case of palladium nanoparticles on carbonaceous substrates. In fact, 
calculated barriers of 2 eV or more were found preventing the spillover 
of H atoms. 

Nonetheless, the assumption of having pristine graphene as the 
substrate in that work was probably too restrictive. In this respect, the 
simulations can be made more realistic if the metal particles are firmly 
anchored on substrate defects. This is expected to be the case in the 
experiments because surface defects prevent the diffusion of clusters 
through the surface [46,47]. Dissociation of H2 on Pd clusters supported 
on defects of the carbonaceous surface leads to a change of the cluster 
structure [48], and the immediate question is whether the structural 
change may facilitate the spillover mechanism. Consequently, in this 
work we have investigated the effect of having more realistic conditions: 
anchoring the Pd clusters on graphene vacancies, and studying the case 
of highly hydrogen-covered clusters. Interestingly, we find that migra-
tion of adsorbed hydrogen to the carbon atoms located near the vacancy 
is exothermic by about 0.2–0.4 eV, when the cluster is covered with 
eight or more hydrogen molecules. Motivated by these promising re-
sults, we have performed extensive AIMD simulations that account for 
the whole reaction process, namely, (i) the collision of gas-phase H2 with 

the cluster already covered with nine hydrogen molecules, (ii) the 
adsorption or reflection of the H2 molecule and (iii) the concomitant 
perturbation that either the adsorbed or the reflected molecule causes on 
the cluster that may eventually end in the speculated spillover of one of 
the adsorbed hydrogen atoms. In contrast to our initial expectations 
however, there is a complete absence of hydrogen migration to the 
graphene layer in the extensive set of 600 trajectories. The analysis of 
the trajectories will provide meaningful insights on the reasons that 
prevent the occurrence of the spillover mechanism. 

The paper is organized as follows. After describing the theoretical 
methods, we start showing the energetics of the spillover process 
calculated with DFT. Next, the results from the AIMD simulations per-
formed for the cluster and the substrate initially at 0 K and at 300 K will 
be shown and discussed in connection with our previous results on the 
pristine graphene layer. The main conclusions are summarized at the 
end. 

2. Theoretical methods 

Hydrogen-covered Pd6 clusters anchored on a graphene vacancy are 
studied with spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) [49], using 
the VASP code [50,51]. Electronic exchange and correlation effects are 
described with the PW91 version of the generalized gradient approxi-
mation functional [52]. The use of this functional is motivated by our 
previous works showing that PW91 gives good results in similar systems 
[45,48,47,53,54]. The valence-core electronic interaction is treated in 
the projector augmented wave (PAW) approximation [55]. Specifically, 
we use the PAW potentials for H, C, and Pd that have one, six, and 16 
valence electrons, respectively [56]. The electronic wave functions are 
expanded in a plane-waves basis with an energy cutoff of 400 eV. The 
Brillouin zone integration is performed with a Γ-centered 2 × 2 × 1 
Monkhorst–Pack grid of special k-points [57]. Fractional electronic- 
state occupancies are described by the first-order Methfessel–Paxton 
broadening scheme, with a width of 0.1 eV [58]. An energy precision of 
10− 5 eV is used for the electronic convergence. In the static DFT cal-
culations, structural relaxations to find the lowest energy configurations 
are carried out until all the forces on the atoms are below 0.01 eV/Å. 
Large 6 × 6 hexagonal supercells of the single-vacancy graphene layer 
separated by 14 Å of vacuum along the perpendicular direction are used 
in all the calculations. The reason is that we are interested in studying 
the single vacancy graphene layer saturated with a hydrogen-covered 
Pd6 cluster (in the following denoted as nH*

2-Pd6@Gvac, where ∗ de-
notes adsorbed species and n refers to the total number of molecularly 
and dissociatively adsorbed H*

2). 
The adsorption dynamics of H2 on the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac system is 
studied with total energy-conserving ab initio molecular dynamics 
(AIMD) simulations for two initial substrate temperatures, 0 and 300 K. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the reaction proceeds in both cases at the 
zero pressure limit (i.e., one impinging gas-phase molecule per simu-
lated AIMD trajectory). In the (constant-energy) AIMD simulations at 0 
K, the Pd and C atoms of the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac substrate are initially at rest 
in their equilibrium positions (bottom-left image in Fig. 1). In the sim-
ulations at 300 K, the initial positions and velocities of the atoms in the 
substrate are randomly taken from a canonical set of configurations. The 
latter is generated by equilibrating the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac substrate at 300 
K during 3 ps using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [59] implemented in 
VASP. Let us remark that the use of constant-energy AIMD simulations 
with an appropriate set of initial positions and velocities is a reasonable 
approximation to account for substrate temperature effects during the 
first initial ps of interest (4 ps in our case) [60]. This is the standard 
procedure used in present gas-surface dynamics studies 
[61–64,60,65–67]. 

All the (constant-energy) AIMD trajectories are integrated up to 4 ps 
using a time step of 0.5 fs. The H2 molecule starts with its center of mass 
(CM) located at a distance Z = 9 Å from the graphene layer and impinges 
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perpendicular to it with Ei=0.125 eV and Evib(ν = 0, j = 0)=0.27 eV as 
initial translational and vibrational energies, respectively. Finally, the 
molecular orientation and the CM position over the graphene layer (X,
Y) are randomly sampled, although the (X,Y)-sampling is restricted to 
the area of the simulation cell containing the 9H*

2-Pd6 cluster in order to 
optimize the computational effort. Similar incidence conditions were 
used in Ref. [45] that will facilitate the comparison to the case of the 
cluster being adsorbed on the pristine graphene layer. 

During the time spanned by each simulated trajectory the impinging 
H2 may bounce back towards vacuum (reflection) or be (molecularly) 
adsorbed on the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac cluster. In practice, a trajectory is 
counted as reflected if either H2 reaches the initial height of 9 Å with 
positive normal translational momentum or it exits the (6 × 6) paral-
lelogram centered at the instantaneous geometrical center of the 9H*

2- 
Pd6@Gvac cluster. The latter condition is imposed to restrict the study to 
the single cluster case of our interest. Dissociation of either the incoming 
gas-phase H2 or any of the preadsorbed H*

2 is not observed. Interestingly, 
at Ts = 300 K, both the adsorption and reflection of the impinging H2 can 
cause desorption of H*

2 molecules from the 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac cluster, as it 

will be discussed below. 

3. Static DFT calculations for H-covered Pd6 clusters anchored 
on graphene surfaces 

In contrast to the case of low coverage, our static DFT calculations for 
nH*

2-Pd6@Gvac with coverages n = 8, 9, and 10 show that H* migration 
from the Pd6@Gvac cluster towards the carbon substrate becomes 
energetically favored on these highly H-covered clusters. More specif-
ically, migration to the carbon atoms nearest to the vacancy is 
exothermic by 0.175, 0.370, and 0.195 eV for n = 8, 9 and 10, respec-
tively. Fig. 1 summarizes the results for the clusters covered with nine 
and ten H2 molecules. For each coverage, the figure shows the basic 
configurations that would describe the spillover process, namely, (i) 
adsorption of one H2 molecule on (n − 1)H*

2-Pd6@Gvac that completes 
the nominal coverage n, (ii) migration of one H* atom from its initial 

chemisorbed position on the Pd6 surface to one of the nearest C atoms 
bound to the Pd atom at the bottom apex of the cluster, and (iii) 
migration of this H* to a nearby C atom not bound to either the Pd apex 
or the vacancy. In all the relaxed configurations, the structure of the Pd 
cluster is an incomplete pentagonal bipyramid (IPB). In that structure, 
the Pd atom at the bottom apex of the bipyramid is directly bound to the 
three C atoms nearest to the vacancy center, which are the C atoms with 
dangling bonds. As shown recently [48], IPB is the lowest energy 
configuration of Pd6 supported on Gvac with one dissociatively adsor-
bed hydrogen molecule on the Pd6 cluster. The same IPB structure is 
retained for Pd6@Gvac with different hydrogen coverages [53]. Ac-
cording to our calculations at several coverages and in agreement with 
previous studies [53], a maximum of three molecules can be dis-
sociatively adsorbed on the IPB Pd6@Gvac, but the cluster can addi-
tionally adsorb up to seven more H2 molecules. Hence, n = 10 
corresponds to the saturation coverage. 

Fig. 1 shows that completion of H-coverages n = 9 and n = 10 in the 
zero-pressure limit liberates about 0.2 eV. In the quasi-saturated cluster 
(n = 9), H*

2 molecules and H* atoms bind to the five upper Pd atoms in a 
rather symmetrical fashion. Addition of the 10th molecule hardly alters 
the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac configuration because the new molecule adsorbs on 
the free adsorption site that exists on the topmost Pd atom (compare the 
second image of each energy diagram in Fig. 1). Remarkably, migration 
of any of the H* atoms to the C atoms nearest to the vacancy (this step is 
labelled H*-migration-1 in the figure) is exothermic by 0.370 and 0.195 
eV on the 9H*

2- and 10H*
2-Pd6@Gvac clusters, respectively. The exo-

thermiticity is independent of which particular H* migrates because in 
all cases the remaining adsorbates rearrange and end up in the same 
relaxed configuration (third image in each energy diagram). From this 
point, the next step that would represent the beginning of the migration 
on the graphene layer (H*-migration-2) becomes endothermic by about 
200 meV on the quasi-saturated cluster, but less than 100 meV are 
necessary on the saturated one. Yet, the whole process is energetically 
favored from the perspective of the adsorbing H2 ( − 0.395 and − 0.337 
eV on the quasi-saturated and saturated clusters, respectively). 

Fig. 1. DFT energy diagram of H* migration on single-vacancy graphene saturated with the 9H*
2-Pd6 cluster (top) and the 10H*

2-Pd6 cluster (bottom). Energies in 
each diagram are referred to the configuration conformed by the gas-phase H2 located 9 Å from the graphene layer with the equilibrium bond length (0.75 Å) and the 
optimized (n − 1)H*

2-Pd6@Gvac substrate. In each image, C, Pd, and H atoms are represented by blue, brown, and white spheres. 
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This is a very promising result that sharply contrasts with the case in 
which the Pd clusters are adsorbed on pristine non-defective graphene. 
In the latter case the spillover process is highly endothermic, with 
spillover energies of about 1.8 eV and 2 eV per H atom for spillover from 
Pd6 and Pd13 [45], respectively. Instead, when the dopant Pd cluster is 
anchored on a graphene vacancy the spillover would be energetically 
possible. However, the existence of activation barriers may interfere 
with this expectation, and in the next section we report the results of ab 
initio molecular dynamics simulations which analyze this issue in detail. 

4. AIMD simulations of H2 impinging on H-quasi-saturated Pd6 
clusters anchored on graphene surfaces 

The above DFT results showing that the H*-migration steps become 
exothermic on the highly H-covered Pd6 clusters are very promising in 
our aim to understand the mechanisms that favor the adsorption of 
hydrogen on graphene-based materials doped with metal nanoparticles 
[17–33]. However, the existence of energy barriers, as well as the 
characteristics of the configurational space along the reaction paths are 
also crucial properties controlling the efficiency and likelihood of the 
process. Aimed at exploring these additional ingredients, we perform a 
series of AIMD simulations on the adsorption dynamics of H2 colliding 
on the quasi-saturated 9H*

2-Pd6 cluster. Specifically, a set of 500 
constant-energy AIMD trajectories are calculated with the substrate 
(9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac) initially at Ts = 0 K. Among other features, these 
extensive AIMD simulations will allow us to explore the configurational 
space leading from H2 adsorption to H*-migration to positions on top of 
C atoms nearest to the vacancy (and eventually to the energetically less 
favored migration to more distant C atoms on the graphene layer). 
Finally, a second set of 100 constant-energy AIMD trajectories that are 
calculated for H2 impinging on the substrate at Ts = 300 K provide 
additional insights on the feasibility of H*-migration under ambient 
temperature conditions. 

The trajectories leading to the adsorption of the impinging H2 

molecule on 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac provide information about the possibility of 

H spillover from the fully H-saturared system, 10H*
2-Pd6@Gvac, towards 

the supporting graphene layer. However, as shown below, a substantial 
number of trajectories do not lead to adsorption but to rebounding of the 
gas-phase H2 molecule. These H2 reflected trajectories are also relevant 
because, although indirectly, provide information –at none additional 
computational cost– on the dynamics and the likeliness of the spillover 
process on the quasi-saturated system. Recall that, according to our 
static DFT calculations, the spillover is also an exothermic process in the 
9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac system. 

4.1. 0.125 eV-H2 impinging on 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac at 0 K 

Adsorption of H2 on the quasi-saturated cluster occurs in only 11 out 
of 500 trajectories. The rest are scattered back to vacuum after bouncing 
against the cluster or the graphene layer (scattering trajectories). These 
numbers suggest that saturating the cluster with hydrogen is a rather 
unlikely process in the low pressure limit because there is only one free 
available adsorption site. A quick look at the initial (X,Y) positions of 
the impinging H2 shows that the molecules must attack the cluster very 
close to this available free spot. However, this condition is not sufficient 
to assure successful H2 adsorption, since there are also trajectories that 
starting above this spot end up as reflected. 

Irrespective of being adsorbed or reflected, the collision of H2 with 
the 9H*

2-Pd6 cluster causes the mobility of the adsorbed H* atoms and H*
2 

molecules, but without desorbing them. As a result, there is a certain 
deformation of the Pd cluster, which adapts to the mobile adsorbates 
while remaining firmly anchored to the vacancy through the Pd atom at 
the lower end of the axis of the bipyramid. Focusing on the adsorbing 
trajectories–of interest for understanding the H* migration mechanisms 
upon hydrogen saturation,– there are two cases for which the Pd cluster 

undergoes a strong structural change (bent-cluster trajectories), with 
one of the five upper Pd atoms shifting upwards and causing the 
deformation from the initial incomplete pentagon to a concave bent 
conformation that facilitates the intercalation of the adsorbed H* atoms 
between the Pd atoms. The snapshots for one of these two trajectories 
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2 provide a clear picture of the 
deformation. The structural transformation from IPB to the bent struc-
ture does not take place immediately upon adsorption of the H2 mole-
cule, but it requires some time for the energy to redistribute in the 
cluster and channel into the suitable modes leading to the structural 
change. Thus the cluster starts to bend about 1.9 ps after the initial 
collision, that occurs at t ≃75 fs in our simulations. Similar time delays 
have been observed in structural transformations of Pd6@Gvac induced 
by the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen [48]. The IPB structure is 
basically kept in the rest of the adsorbing trajectories (nine), although 
the cluster might slightly rotate around the axis perpendicular to the 
graphene layer or exhibit a more planar and open structure (i.e., larger 
internuclear distances between the Pd atoms in the pentagon) depending 
on each particular trajectory. 

The perturbation caused by the impinging H2 can be considered as 
very minor in five of these nine trajectories that preserve the IPB 
structure, since the adsorbates, although vibrationally (H*

2 also rota-
tionally) excited, remain in their original adsorption positions. Thus, the 
nascent saturated cluster forms and stays on the stable IPB 10H*

2-Pd6 
configuration found in the static DFT calculations discussed above. The 
snapshots shown in Fig. 2 (top) for one trajectory of this kind (called soft 
adsorption in the following) are very descriptive of the minor pertur-
bation caused by the adsorption process. Note, for instance, that the 
arrangement of H* and Pd atoms in each snapshot is very similar to the 
relaxed IPB 10H*

2-Pd6 configuration of Fig. 1. Also, the time evolution of 
the H* heights plotted in Fig. 3 (left bottom panel) shows in detail that 
the adsorbates basically remain at their positions during the first 4 ps 
upon H2 adsorption. 

Regarding the possible migration of H* atoms towards the vacancy- 
neighbor C atoms, we observe that H2 adsorption is accompanied by the 
displacement of one (or even two) H* atoms to closer distances to the 
graphene layer in the remaining four trajectories that preserve the IPB 
structure. However, in none of these cases the H* adsorbate is able to 
approach to distances less than 2.5 Å from the layer. A closer inspection 
of these trajectories reveals that the H* adsorbate becomes in fact 
embedded in the cluster and still far from the vacancy-neighbor C atoms, 
i. e., far from the position that occupies in the H*-migration-1 configu-
ration shown in Fig. 1. We qualify this kind of downwards displacement 
as frustrated migration because the mobile H* atoms, staying at sub-
stantial distances from the graphene layer, are not forming the expected 
C-H* bonds. The heights plotted in Fig. 3 for one of these H*-embedding 
trajectories show that two adsorbates, H*(1) and H*(2) (black and red 
H* in the figure), reach heights of 2.7–3 Å. The displacement is partic-
ularly large for H*(1), that descends around 1.5 Å during the interval 
lasting from 0.9 to 1.5 ps. The corresponding snapshots in Fig. 2 (middle 
panels) illustrate in detail the frustrated migration paths followed by 
H*(1) and H*(2). In particular, note that H*(1) moves first over the 
external bridge position instead of descending directly through the 
hollow site–as it is in fact observed in other H*-embedding trajectories 
(not shown)–. Interestingly, the H*(1) frustrated migration is accom-
panied by the displacement of the H*(6) atom (colored in blue) towards 
the empty adsorption site that H*(1) left behind, and stays oscillating 
above the in-between bridge position. Thus, the arrangement adopted 
by the topmost H* adsorbates resembles that of the H*-migration-1 step 
depicted in Fig. 1, even if H*(6) is not directly involved in the frustrated 
migration. The fact that H*(6) remains on the upper face of the cluster in 
all the 500 AIMD trajectories suggests the existence of large energy 
barriers that prevent the spillover of this particular adsorbate atom. 

Similar kinds of frustrated migrations occur in the two bent-10H*
2- 

Pd6 trajectories with one of the upper H* atoms going down to heights of 
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around 3 Å, that are still far from the graphene layer. Motivated by these 
results, we have performed additional DFT static calculations to further 
characterize the energetics of the H* migration process in the bent 10H*

2- 
Pd6@Gvac cluster. We have found that for every single H*, migration 
from its optimized chemisorbed position on the bent cluster to one of the 
nearest C atoms of the graphene layer is endothermic. This behaviour is 
in contrast with the exothermic H* migration from the IPB structure 
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1, although the energy cost for 
migration of H*(4) and H*(5) from the bent-10H*

2-Pd6 structure to the 
graphene layer is of only a few tens of meVs. 

Turning to the reflected trajectories, the perturbation that the 
incoming H2 molecule creates on the 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac cluster causes the 
mobility of all the adsorbates. However, there is no trace of H* migration 
in any of the 489 trajectories. In view of all the above analysis, we 
conclude that H* migration on the saturated and quasi-saturated clus-
ters, although energetically possible, is hindered by the existence of 
energy barriers that prevent the adsorbates breaking their bonds with 
the upper Pd atoms of the cluster and, hence, to access the H*-migration- 
1 configuration. In this respect, the analysis of the potential energy along 
the AIMD trajectories can provide additional information on the energy 
landscape that becomes accessible through the adsorption process. 

The time evolution of the potential energy of the system E0(t) with 
respect to its value at t = 0, i. e., ΔE0(t) = E0(t) − E0(0), is plotted in the 
top panels of Fig. 3 for each of the three types of adsorbing trajectories. 
Note that the initial oscillatory behavior of ΔE0(t) common to all tra-
jectories, that ranges from 0 to ≈ − 0.27 eV, is simply associated to the 
zero point energy (ZPE) of the incoming H2 molecule that starts at time 

t = 0 with its bond length elongated at the outer turning point in all the 
trajectories. As the molecule starts to interact with the substrate, the 
oscillations change differently on each trajectory, enclosing information 
not only of the change of the H2 ZPE while adsorbed, but of all the dy-
namics induced on the adsorbed H* atoms, H*

2 molecules, the cluster, 
and also locally in the graphene layer. The fact that ΔE0 rapidly deviates 
well below the ΔE0 = 0 line in all the adsorbing trajectories indicates 
that the adsorption of H2 up to saturation is exothermic. 

Starting with the soft adsorption trajectory, we observe that the new 
pronounced oscillations in ΔE0 that develop at around 0.5 ps remain 
very stable until the end of the simulation. This behavior is associated 
with the adsorbates staying on their initial adsorption sites, but vibra-
tionally and rotationally (in the case of H*

2) excited. Notice, however, 
that such a stable oscillatory behavior in ΔE0, although related to direct 
adsorption events, is not a necessary condition because the possible 
anharmonicity and dephase among the multiple excited modes can mask 
the oscillations. The coexistence of multiple excited-modes also makes 
difficult to compare directly the ΔE0(t) values with the energy diagram 
of Fig. 1. 

In the case of the H*-embedding trajectory there is also a strong 
oscillatory behavior in ΔE0 that accounts for the mobility of the adsor-
bates induced by H2 adsorption (see Fig. 3, middle panels). However, at 
variance with the almost steady oscillations of the soft adsorption tra-
jectories, we observe that the migration of H*(1) and H*(2) to positions 
below the five upper Pd atoms and their intercalation between Pd atoms, 
that occurs in the interval t ≃1.0–1.5 ps (black and red zH curves in 
Fig. 3), is accompanied by a slight decrease in ΔE0. This decrease seems 
to indicate that the embedding-type configurations reached by the 

Fig. 2. Representative snapshots of the three types of 
adsorbing AIMD trajectories that were identified for H2 

impinging on 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac at Ts = 0 K. Top panels: 

soft-adsorption. Middle panels: H*-embedding. Bottom 
panels: bent-cluster. Time interval indicated in each 
panel. Blue and brown spheres represent C and Pd 
atoms, respectively. H atoms are in white, except for the 
adsorbing H2 (yellow) and the three adsorbates relevant 
to follow the frustrated H*-migration, namely, H*(1) 
(black), H*(2) (red), and H*(6) (blue). (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)   

Fig. 3. Time evolution of the potential energy 
change ΔE0 (top panels) and the H* heights from the 
graphene layer zH (bottom panels) for each of the 
representative adsorbing trajectories shown in Fig. 2: 
soft-adsorption (left), H*-embedding (middle), and 
bent-cluster (right). Top view of the initial positions 
of each H* are depicted in the inset using the same 
color code of the zH curves. The white and blue- 
dashed curves in the top panels show the time- 
average of ΔE0 calculated in intervals of ±0.1 ps 
and the potential energy of 10H*

2-Pd6@Gvac referred 
to the gas-phase H2 with the ZPE correction (0.270 
eV), respectively.   
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system are slightly more stable than the adsorbed configuration ob-
tained by direct adsorption of H2 on the available adsorption site of 9H*

2- 
Pd6@Gvac without modification of the positions of the other H*

2 and H* 
adsorbates (shown in the second bottom panel of Fig. 1). Regarding the 
bent-cluster trajectory, Fig. 3 shows that the energy landscape probed 
during the adsorption process must be very different. Only on this kind 
of adsorbing trajectories there is a pronounced decrease of about 200 
meV in ΔE0 that contrasts with the more steady behavior exhibited by 
the two other types. Considering the complexity of the configurational 
space, it is difficult to determine the factors triggering the structural 
change. A common feature in the two bent trajectories seems to be the 
coincident intercalation of H*(4) and H*(5) between their respective 
nearest Pd neighbours, which occurs during the migration of the former 
to positions below the Pd-pentagon, and the large mobility of the nearby 
H*

2. The driving force for this type of hydrogen dynamics on Pd6 being 
that hydrogen is eager to interact strongly with palladium. Therefore, 
with increasing the hydrogen coverage of Pd6, some H* atoms tend to 
migrate to the lower side of the cluster to strengthen their interaction 
with Pd. However, this kind of movements on the supported IPB-Pd6 is 
hindered by steric effects of the graphene layer [68]. But for very high 
coverages of Pd6 at or close to saturation, the concerted intercalation 
and migration to the lower part of Pd6 of different H* atoms may induce 
the structural transformation of Pd6 to an upwards bent configuration, 
thus avoiding the steric effect of the support and reaching more stable 
regions of the configurational space. This is the type of structural 
transformation observed in the two bent-cluster trajectories. The final 
hydrogen saturated bent-structure of Pd6 is more stable than the satu-
rated IPB-Pd6 configuration formed at the early stages of the dynamics 
as the H2 molecule collides with 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac, as it is clearly shown by 
the decrease in ΔE0 (top right panel of Fig. 2). The bent configuration 
competes favourably with possible spillover configurations and H* 
migration to the graphene layer is not observed in any of the two bent- 
trajectories. 

It is interesting to notice that both the H*-embedding and the bent- 
cluster trajectories show a favourable insertion of hydrogen in the Pd6 
cluster which can be considered as a precursor of the formation of solid 
Pd hydrides. 

4.2. 0.125 eV-H2 impinging on 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac at 300 K 

In the AIMD simulations with the substrate at 300 K, H2 adsorption 
occurs in 2 out of the 100 trajectories, which yields an adsorption 
probability similar to that at 0 K. In spite of this, there are significant 
differences between the two temperatures. 

Warming up the 9H*
2-Pd6@Gvac system to 300 K causes a strong 

mobility of all the adsorbates and the concomitant geometrical trans-
formation of the initial IPB 9H*

2-Pd6 structure. Fig. 4 shows a super-
position of all the instantaneous positions of the adsorbates and Pd6 
cluster during the last 2.5 ps of the thermalization process, depicted on 
top of the equilibrium IPB 9H*

2-Pd6 structure. The figure gives an idea of 

the ample configurational space that is probed at 300 K. The important 
difference with respect to 0 K is that H* and particularly H*

2, being highly 
translationally excited at 300 K, are weakly bound to the cluster. As a 
result, adsorption of the incoming H2 induces the desorption of one or 
more H*

2 molecules in both trajectories. This is what is observed in the 
snapshots of Fig. 5. The snapshots at t = 75 and 150 fs show that the 
adsorbing H2 pushed down the nearby H*

2, that ends up desorbing at t =
225 fs. The whole cluster is still so much perturbed that there is a second 
desorption event about one ps later. In fact, H*

2 desorption is also a 
common process in the scattering trajectories, suggesting that the mere 
interaction of gas-phase H2 with the cluster at 300 K is enough to trigger 
the desorption process. It would also suggest that saturation of the 
Pd6@Gvac at ambient temperature is limited to nine molecules at most. 
In order to get further evidence on this last conclusion, we performed a 
few additional simulations in which the IPB 10H*

2-Pd6@Gvac system is 
simply thermalized at 300 K during 5 ps, following the same procedure 
that was used for 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac. There are three trajectories in five that 
show desorption of H*

2. In the remaining two trajectories we observed a 
kind of frustrated desorption, all in all suggesting that the process is 
indeed very likely. This result is consistent with the work of Contescu 
et al. [42]. These workers found that by treating at 20∘C for 24 h Pd- 
doped activated carbon fibers initially loaded with hydrogen at 77 K, 
most of the hydrogen desorbed into the gas phase. 

Considering the strong mobility of all the adsorbates at 300 K, we 
might expect it would not only favor desorption but also H* migration to 
the graphene layer. However, none of the 100 AIMD trajectories and 
none of the five canonical AIMD trajectories show evidence for such a 
spillover process, even if there are adsorbates reaching heights over the 
carbon layer as close as 2.5 Å. 

5. Discussion 

The spillover mechanism has been often advocated to justify the 
enhancement of the hydrogen storage capacity of porous carbon mate-
rials induced by doping with palladium nanoparticles. In a previous 
work, we investigated the mechanism of hydrogen spillover from Pd 
clusters supported on pristine graphene (as a reasonable model for the 
pore walls) [45]. For this purpose, density functional molecular dy-
namics simulations were performed of the adsorption of molecular 
hydrogen on non-hydrogenated and hydrogenated Pd clusters. A large 
number of simulations were performed for Pd clusters of different sizes 
and different degrees of initial hydrogen coverage. A fraction of the 
impinging hydrogen molecules bounced back. The H2 molecules that 
stick on the Pd clusters have a sizable probability of dissociating; that is, 
the Pd cluster catalyzes the H2 dissociation, which is a key step in the 
spillover mechanism. However, out of a total of 240 simulations no sign 
of spillover of atomic or molecular hydrogen from the cluster towards 
the carbon substrate was detected. The fact that the Pd clusters were 
supported on pristine graphene made us uneasy because the metal 
clusters are usually attached to defects on the pore walls. 

Fig. 4. Top (left) and side (right) views of the 
relaxed 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac system (large spheres: H in 
white, Pd in brown, and C in blue). Superimposed are 
shown the positions sampled in the time evolution of 
the H (small grey spheres) and Pd (small tan spheres) 
atoms during the last 2.5 ps of the simulated ther-
malization of 9H*

2-Pd6@Gvac at 300 K. Thermaliza-
tion positions are plotted using a time interval of 0.1 
ps. The graphene movement is masked by the initial 
configuration. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)   
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On the other hand, saturation or near saturation hydrogen coverages 
that could be reached in experiments might facilitate the occurrence of 
spillover. For these reasons we have used more realistic conditions in the 
present work, namely, anchoring the metal clusters to graphene va-
cancies and using near saturation hydrogen coverages. First of all, 
anchored Pd clusters become well integrated in the pore wall. Second, in 
the particular case of Pd6 investigated here, the structure of the cluster 
flattens substantially as a result of the dissociation of the adsorbed 
hydrogen molecules. In addition, the carbon atoms nearest to the va-
cancy have unsaturated dangling bonds and are reactive. These features 
led us to expect that the reactive C atoms could act as bridges to permit 
the spillover of H atoms towards the carbon substrate. In fact, the 
calculated DFT energies confirm that, for near hydrogen-saturated 
clusters, the configuration in which the H atoms are attached to those 
reactive C atoms is energetically favorable in comparison to configura-
tions in which those H atoms are simply chemisorbed on the Pd cluster. 
After that, H migration from those locations to other more distant lo-
cations on the graphene layer would only cost an affordable amount of 
energy. Therefore, one would expect that the presence of defects and the 
conditions of hydrogen saturation or near saturation might facilitate the 
occurrence of spillover. However, in spite of these initial expectations 
the results of the ab initio molecular dynamics simulations do not sup-
port spillover. First, under the conditions of near saturation, adsorption 
of additional hydrogen becomes difficult and in most simulations the 
incoming molecules bounce back towards vacuum, often inducing the 
desorption of previously adsorbed molecules when the substrate is at 
room temperature. Furthermore, in the few cases in which the incoming 
molecules are adsorbed, new competitive structures enter into play 
having one or two H* atoms embedded within the Pd cluster. In some 
cases insertion of H* occurs on the IPB-Pd6 configuration and, in others, 
it is accompanied by a structural transformation from IPB-Pd6 towards 
an up-bent-Pd6 configuration. However, no spillover occurs of the 
incoming adsorbed molecules or other previously adsorbed hydrogen 
atoms or molecules. Since spillover is not energetically forbidden, the 
explanation for the lack of spillover must be the existence of activation 
barriers high enough to prevent the migration of the H atoms towards 
the carbon substrate. 

In order to confirm this hypothesis, we have performed additional 
calculations aimed to identify the possible magnitude of such barrier. 
From the AIMD simulations at 0 K, we found that the IPB 10H*

2- 
Pd6@Gvac minimum energy configuration is achieved when one H* 
becomes embedded on the cluster. Thus, starting from this configura-
tion, we calculate the energy cost of descending this embedded H* to the 
graphene layer. In searching for the minimum energy along this reaction 
coordinate ZH, the (X,Y) position of the descending H*, as well as the (X,
Y,Z) positions of, namely, the six Pd atoms in the cluster, the 13 C atoms 

around the vacancy, and the remaining 19 H* atoms, are optimized until 
the corresponding forces are below 0.1 eV/Å. Fig. 6 shows the corre-
sponding minimum energy path together with images of selected con-
figurations along the path. There is a high activation energy barrier of 
0.621 eV that corresponds to locating H* at roughly 2.1 Å from the 
graphene layer. Once this critical distance is overpassed the energy 
decreases rapidly, as an indication of H* forming new bonds with the C 
atom below. The question that remains at this point is whether quantum 
effects can change the conclusions from our classical dynamics 
approach. In this respect, it is worthy to remark that the AIMD simula-
tions already demonstrate that all the degrees of freedom involving the 
Pd cluster, the adsorbates, and the C atoms around the vacancy will play 
an important role, making a quantum treatment unfeasible nowadays. 
However, a meaningful alternative to quantum dynamics can be the 
semiclassical ring polymer molecular dynamics that has been success-
fully used to treat quantum effects in gas-phase reactions [69] and more 
recently in gas-surface dynamics [70,71]. Even if its applicability to this 
complex problem might be still demanding because of the large amount 
of degrees of freedom involved, one may think in applying it to explore 
at least the final stage of the migration process (Fig. 6). Nonetheless, it is 
worthy to note in this respect that a rough estimation on the tunnelling 
probability using the WKB approach and a simple triangular fit of the 
barrier, as done in Ref. [72] for H diffusion in bulk Pd, would suggest 
small tunneling probabilities in the order of 3 × 10− 20 for H*located at 
the bottom of the well with the ZPE. 

Finally, a few last remarks regarding our discussion on the likeliness 
of the spillover process and its connection to experiments are also in 
order. Pd6 has been selected mainly because we can compare the cal-
culations with previous ones with Pd6 on a different support (pristine 
graphene). But there is nothing special in that size, which is viewed just 
as a representative small cluster. In practice, when porous carbons are 
doped with palladium, formation of metal clusters of different sizes is 
expected, and not a single size. The interaction of Pd atoms and clusters 
with defects in graphene is much stronger than the interaction with 
pristine graphene [47]. Then, in the process of doping porous carbons 
the diffusion of Pd atoms will stop at vacancies and other defects, and Pd 
clusters will easily form and become anchored at defects. 

An argument often used to interpret the enhancement in the amount 
of hydrogen stored in Pd-doped porous carbons and carbon nanofibers is 
that the maximum amount of hydrogen absorbed in the metal nano-
particles is that corresponding to the stoichiometry of the solid hydride, 
Pd1H0.7; and that the rest is stored on the carbon surfaces after spillover. 
At least in the case of small Pd clusters this argument may need revision, 
because small clusters are more reactive and have a sizeable surface/ 
volume ratio. We have seen that a Pd6 cluster anchored to a graphene 
vacancy can store ten hydrogen molecules (some of them dissociated), 

Fig. 5. Representative snapshots of one of the adsorbing AIMD trajectories that are identified at Ts = 300 K. Time interval indicated in each panel. White, blue, and 
brown spheres represent H, C, and Pd atoms. The adsorbing H2 is colored in yellow. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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which gives a very different Pd1H3.3 stoichiometry. 

6. Conclusions 

Ab initio density functional molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations 
of the low energy deposition of molecular hydrogen on hydrogenated 
Pd6 clusters anchored on graphene vacancies (Gvac) have been per-
formed. The anchored palladium clusters are initially near-saturated 
with hydrogen. Five hundred simulations have been run in which the 
hydrogenated Pd6@Gvac substrate is initially at a temperature of 0 K, 
and one hundred simulations with the substrate initially at 300 K. The 
purpose of the AIMD simulations has been double. One objective was to 
analyze the process of full saturation of the Pd cluster with hydrogen. 
Achieving full saturation when the cluster is already near saturated 
becomes difficult, because many incoming H2 molecules bounce back to 
vacuum and even can induce the desorption of one or more of the pre-
viously adsorbed H2 molecules when the substrate is at room tempera-
ture. Moreover, our AIMD simulations show that at very high coverages 
at or near saturation, adsorbed H atoms tend to embed into the Pd 
cluster inducing in some cases profound structural transformations. The 
second, and more important objective, was to investigate the effective-
ness of the mechanism of hydrogen spillover, usually advocated to 
interpret the observed enhancement of the hydrogen storage capacity in 
porous carbon materials doped with metal nanoparticles. Although the 
process is energetically exothermic for the system and conditions 
investigated here, the AIMD simulations reveal that high activation 
barriers exist preventing in practice the spillover of adsorbed hydrogen 
atoms from the anchored Pd cluster towards the carbon substrate. 
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